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BlackBerry sees upbeat 
future with Android 

£50m for semiconductor 
research centre in Wales

Amazon is now selling its 
own ARM-based chips 

 
Blackberry is gaining 
considerable attention with its 
recently announced Android-
based Priv-handset that packs 
the Android operating system 
rather than its own. CEO John 
Chen detailed his vision for 
the Canadian company, which 
could release one or two new 
devices this year, both 
running Google's Android 
platform

 
An Israeli company acquired by 
Amazon last year has announced 
a new line of semiconductors, 
marking Amazon's first foray into 
the chipmaking market. The 
company, Annapurna Labs, 
announced its Alpine line of ARM-
based processors on 
Wednesday, nearly a year after 
Amazon acquired it for a reported 
$350 million. 

 
A new semiconductor 
research centre will be 
established in Wales, UK 
Chancellor George Osborne 
has announced, aiming to 
bring academia and 
businesses together to push 
boundaries of technology 
development. 

read more read more read more 
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Samsung starts work on 
new Qualcomm chip 

2,500 more Wi-Fi hotspots 
to rise across India 
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Silicon Chip Industry 
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Samsung Electronics has 
started production of 
Qualcomm’s new smartphone 
processor, a contract that will 
help the South Korean group’s 
chip foundry to weather an 
anticipated loss of business 
from Apple. 
 

 
The government is embarking 
on a huge project to connect 
the country to the Internet by 
installing 2,500 Wi-Fi hotspots 
in 256 locations by the next 
fiscal, Indian Express quoted 
Telecom Minister Ravi 
Shankar Prasad. 
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BlackBerry sees upbeat future with Android 
Blackberry is gaining considerable attention with its recently announced Android-based Priv-handset that packs the 
Android operating system rather than its own. CEO John Chen detailed his vision for the Canadian company, which 
could release one or two new devices this year, both running Google's Android platform. 
 
CEO John Chen is charting a new course for the company and signaled what may be the end of its failed BBOS 10. 
 
It is a curious device in that it is the first from BlackBerry to run an operating system other than its own. The device 
relies on Android and boasts security and communication tools from BlackBerry to make it a more compelling option 
for business users. The Priv can be managed by BES just like a standard BlackBerry. 
 
£50m for semiconductor research centre in Wales 
A new semiconductor research centre will be established in Wales, UK Chancellor George Osborne has announced, 
aiming to bring academia and businesses together to push boundaries of technology development. 
 
Speaking during a visit to Cardiff ahead of the May elections to the Welsh Assembly, Osborne promised to commit 
£50m over the next five years towards the new centre. 
 
“I'm committing £10m this year and every year for the rest of the decade - £50m in total - so that we build the future of 
our technology right here in Wales," Osborne said. 
 
The new centre will be part of the network of the so called ‘catapult’ research centres that aim to ‘transform the UK’s 
capability for innovation’. 
 
Amazon is now selling its own ARM-based chips 
An Israeli company acquired by Amazon last year has announced a new line of semiconductors, marking Amazon's 
first foray into the chipmaking market. The company, Annapurna Labs, announced its Alpine line of ARM-based 
processors on Wednesday, nearly a year after Amazon acquired it for a reported $350 million. The company says its 
chips are designed for Wi-Fi routers, media streaming devices, connected home products, and data storage gear, and 
that they've already been used in commercial products from Asus, Netgear, and Synology. 
 
2,500 more Wi-Fi hotspots to rise across India 
The government is embarking on a huge project to connect the country to the Internet by installing 2,500 Wi-Fi 
hotspots in 256 locations by the next fiscal, Indian Express quoted Telecom Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad. 
 
Prasad added that in the next six to seven months, the government targets to reach as much as 50 crore Internet 
subscribers. 
 
According to the minister, mobile penetration today stands at 100 crore, while Internet penetration is 40 crore. In the 
past it took them almost four years to reach 30 crore, and less than a year after that to achieve 40 crore. This time, 
Prasad aims to cross 50 crore in half a year. 
 
Samsung starts work on new Qualcomm chip 
Samsung Electronics has started production of Qualcomm’s new smartphone processor, a contract that will help the 
South Korean group’s chip foundry to weather an anticipated loss of business from Apple. 
Samsung has been relying on its components businesses to shore up earnings over the past two years after the 
smartphones division, its erstwhile profit driver, began losing share of a slowing market. 
 
The foundry business — which makes logic chips based on customers’ designs — got a boost last year when it 
resumed producing processors for Apple’s iPhone, but analysts expect that business to shift to industry leader Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co for this year’s model. 
Samsung said on Thursday it has been manufacturing Qualcomm’s new Snapdragon 820 processor since the end of 
last year, using an upgraded, lower power version of its 14-nanometre FinFET technology. Qualcomm — the world’s 
biggest standalone chip designer — effectively confirmed this deal in November when it revealed the chip would be 
made using that process. 
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